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Introduction
▼ Totaalbeeld

Under commission of DTZ Zadelhoff,
Ibelings van Tilburg architects is invited
to take part in an architect selection for
the redevelopment of the Daalseplein
office building owned by Deka Immobilien
Investment GmbH. The building, designed
by architectural office Spruit de Jong
Heringa, dates from the period 1990-1991
and was constructed in two phases. The
total gross floor area of the office building
is 22.045m2 bvo. Movares is tenant for
19.311m2.
Location
The office enjoys a central location in
Utrecht which is walking distance from
the central railway station. The whole
area around the office complex being
developed and renewed. At the south side
of the location is the Daalsetunnel, one of
the main entrance roads to the centre of
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Redevelopment Daalseplein Utrecht Entrance square

Upgrade entrance square Daalseplein
At the moment the square is a nomans land. It starts with a blue barrier
between the street and the square. In its
place we suggest an arcade. The arcade
is easily accessible and makes it feel like
the square is more or less part of the
building complex.
It should become a place with an
inviting appearance, where for instance
you would want to take a lunch-break.
A bicycle lane crosses the square, we
propose to make this lane less dominant
by giving the whole square, including
the bicycle lane, a new pavement. The

Existing situation - view from the mainroad to the Daalseplein

bicycle lane will only be marked by
stainless steel dots.
The square itself is organized with
a green approach by placing raised
concrete flower boxes in which large
shrubs and some trees will be planted.
The edges of the raised flower boxes are
designed in such a way that they are
comfortable to sit on.

New square will be designed as the main entrance of the building
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Proposed plan - view from the mainroad to the Daalseplein

Redevelopment Daalseplein Utrecht Upgrading facade

Refreshing masonry By cleaning the
masonry and renewing the pointing,
the color of the original brickwork will
return.
New window frames
For the new window frames in the
brickwork we propose to give them
another color. We suggest a bronze
color which matches very good with the
existing brickwork.

Before redevelopment - view from the Knipstraat to the backside of the building

Material composition

After redevelopment - view from the Knipstraat to the backside of the building
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Redevelopment Daalseplein Utrecht Entrances Daalseplein

Upgrade entrance and lobby’s
There are two entrances at the
Daalseplein. The two are in the ‘armpits’
of the square underneath two parts
where the curved curtain facade comes
down to the first floor. These two
entrances are small, have not much
appeal and are more or less hidden in a
corner of the building.
Our suggestion is to give these two
entrances more space and a more open
and inviting appearance, by placing
them in the middle of the facade.
Remove a part of the first floor to create
a spacious void and make a transparent
glass facade with a double height. We

Existing facade with entrance in the ‘armpit’ of the building

also propose to put this glass facade a
little bit inwards.
In this way a friendly transition from
square to building entrance is achieved.
By doing this also a canopy at both
entrances is created.

Existing entrance: narrow, dark, non-inviting
New entrance: transparant, light, inviting, emphasising the classical base of the building
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Proposed new entrance in the middle of the facade

Redevelopment Daalseplein Utrecht Entrance Daalsetunnel

New entrane with double height
For the entrance of the building part at
Daalsetunnel we propose to remove the first
floor of the canopy created by the curved
curtain facade above the main entrance.
Remove the brick wall next to the entrance
and make a transparent glass facade with a
double height.
Natural stone base
The large window frames at ground floor
and first floor are going to be replaced by
new ones. Our proposal is to remove the
breastwork. This to create a more open and
transparant base of the building in the
public area.
A hidden quality of the building is the
base of the building. We propose to make
this base more explicit, by giving it a more
classical appearance and clad it with a
natural stone with an anthracite look.

Existing entrance Daalsetunnel 101

Newly designed entrance Daalsetunnel 101

Top floor with curtain facade
The twenty year old silver colored glass
paneling of the curved curtain facade on the
top floor will be replaced by a modern type
of glass with matching glass panels for the
non-transparent parts. By also replacing the
cover profiles the facade will look as new.
For the cover profiles we propose to replace
every vertical cover profile by a 400 mm
deep fin.
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Redevelopment Daalseplein Utrecht Entrance lobby’s

Entrance hall
The entrances will be of sufficient space
for a reception desk, a waiting area, a
reading table and a visitors workbench.
Also there will be enough space to show
off some products of the tenants. Each
entrance has an entrance at the other
side (backside) for employees and visitors
coming from the parking area.

New entrance lobbies Daalseplein
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Entrance lobby Daalseplein 101

Redevelopment Daalseplein Utrecht Multi-tenant use

Multi-tenant use
The building complex is very suitable
for multi-tenant use. The three new
entrances give access to four cores with

670m2

elevators, stairs and restrooms. In this

850m2

way it is possible to accommodate on
each floor up to eight tenants. Even
small units could be provided.
Display company logo’s
On the outside there is the possibility
to display the companies’ logos directly

1290m2

at the entrance of the Daalseplein and

920m2

above the entrance of Daalsetunnel 101.
4 tenants on one floor

530m2

700m2

160m2
300m

2

160m2

230m2

970m2

680m2

8 tenants on one floor
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Redevelopment Daalseplein Utrecht Interior concept

Office space
To be fit for the future the office space
should also be ready for ‘the new way
of working’, which means open floor
areas with flexible workspace. To
accommodate this, the lower part in the
false ceilings, where there are now the
corridors, should be removed. With a
new heating and ventilation concept by
also using water for cooling this could
be possible. The new false ceiling should
have a height of minimal 2700 mm.

Interior suggestion with open floor space

Interior suggestion with more classical offices
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Redevelopment Daalseplein Utrecht Interior concept

Upgrading cores with elevators, stairs
and sanitary areas
In general, all materials should be
timeless in its design, with an identity
that’s solid, durable, professional and
friendly.
At the moment the cores are rather
dark and contain too many different
materials in a relatively small area.
We propose to visually widen up the
entrances with a glass partition. Also, we
recommend to remove the wood panels
in the staircases, and plaster all walls

Existing situation core

New design core

white. As an appropriate floor finish,
we suggest to use a gray or black toned
natural stone.
The restrooms will be upgraded.
For the modernization of the elevator
car interiors, we propose to use a
modular car interior system that has
been developed to integrate smoothly
with existing installations.

Existing situation > New design

Upgrade elevator interior with modular car interior system

Upgrade restrooms
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Redevelopment Daalseplein Utrecht Colofon
Location:
Daalseplein 100,101 and Daalsetunnel 101, Utrecht, The Netherlands
Principal:
DEKA Immobilien Investment GmbH
Design:
July 2011, Marc Ibelings and Erik Moederscheim
Collaborators:
Ruud Moonen, Tim Schuijt and Emma Tanis
Surface area:
22.045 m2 bvo
Cost estimate & planning
Bouwhaven Consultants B.V., Barendrecht - Ruud Ghering
Installation advisors:
DWA, Bodegraven - Arie Huisman
Worknumber:
1751

Entrance Daalseplein in the evening
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